Howdy Folks,
Have we all had a good week? I treated it like a bit of a time game. “Let’s see what I can
achieve before I email the girls again on Thursday evening!” Now it’s the night before our
next Open Day, and I can see I should have probably had a little more sleep this week, less
coffee, more water….
Anyway I have spent today getting ready for our No Frills Friday Open Day tomorrow. We
are OPEN from 10 to 3 with Fabric and Thread ridiculous specials, plus a last chance, hands
on look at all our beautiful kits heading to Sydney next week for the Quilt & Craft Fair. Now
added to this pile of goodies are the following!
Peacock Through the Window
If you have known me for a while, then you will see what I have done! I have combined my
Indian Peacock applique design with our popular Through the Windows pattern!
I collected a range of fabrics in rich teals
and blues for this ensemble, and set them on
black to make them really shine. The centre
panel is appliqued, and the pattern includes
the peacock diagram to scale. We used
machine blanket stitch, but you can also
blanket or satin stitch by hand or use needle
turn applique or raw edge applique on the
machine.
Then the borders are fun and easy to
assemble, with each piece individually
numbered. You also have the added fun of
fussy cutting for pieces for the Peacock as
well as the border pieces from the bigger
feature prints.
61” high x 41” wide
Pattern $14
Kit $79 Includes all fabrics and pattern.

Uptown Bag
It’s been a while since we had a new kit in
this one and I thought this feature fabric a
good choice for something different. I’ll
confess I also thought it would look cool
next to the Peacock quilt at the Sydney
show!
Featuring sashed sleeves that encase the
handles, it’s a good tote size for shopping
and sewing.
Pattern $12
Kit $50 Includes all fabrics and pattern.
And here are some specials in Purples and Blues to complete the theme for the Day!
Available on line until midnight Sunday, or stock sells out on line or at our Open Day
tomorrow!
Just type this code into the search window to find them all - purpleblue
Warm Wishes, and Happy Sewing, Leesa.
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